Coburn Trust Faculty Exchange

Kathleen Coburn, a member of the Department of English of Victoria University, 1933-1971, left a bequest to establish the Coburn Fellowship Trust for the purpose of encouraging exchanges between Victoria University and Tel Aviv and Hebrew University in Israel. The Trust will provide funds for a grant for a faculty member to travel to Israel for research or academic purposes in the Humanities or Social Sciences and for a faculty member at either Tel Aviv or Hebrew University to come to Victoria University and/or the University of Toronto for research or other academic purposes.

Two grants of $5,000 each will be available for the next academic year, July 2013 – June 2014.

Candidates interested in applying for a Coburn Travelling grant should write to Susan McDonald, Registrar of Victoria University by February 1, 2013 giving an outline of their proposed academic activity in Israel or Canada, providing a copy of their CV and a letter of support from the appropriate department head.